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What was going on 
at the shop?
Could Dave have missed a bit when he
blessed the new shop? 

What do you think?  

Let us have your caption. 

Leave your suggestion (clean, please!) at
the shop no later than 30th September and
the winner will receive a free 60 litre bag
of compost.

If you cannot get to the shop you can
“post” your entry in
the bright, shiny, new
post box near to the
middle gate opposite
the trading hut, close
to where the old one
used to be.

from Anne NobleTrees Wordsearch
ALDER
ASH
ASPEN
CHERRY
CHESTNUT
DOUGLAS FIR
HAWTHORN
HAZEL
HOLLY
HORNBEAM
JUNIPER
LARCH

LINDEN
MAPLE
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ROWAN
SILVERBIRCH
SYCAMORE
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WILLOW
WYCHELM
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As usual, there is lots of on-site and off-site news to report

and top of the list must be our success in the City

Allotment Competition 2014.  Congratulations to Stan and

Audrey Tortoise for winning Best Allotment with Glass;

and Peter and Liz Whewell for beating off all the other

contenders to take the top spot in the Best Allotment

without Glass category.  The full list of results is on Page

10. The City Show is taking place on 14th September at

the Westgate Centre on the West Road and promises a

great day out as well as an opportunity to see each of our

prizewinners receiving their prestigious awards.

In the meantime, our Show Committee and hopefully as

many volunteers as we can muster, is working flat out to

present our equally fantastic Annual Moorside Show on

6th September.  You will have seen the notices around the

site asking for contributions to the various stands and also

inviting you to enter vegetables, flowers and other

produce into our Show competition.  The Show brochure is

on its way to each plot holder with the details of an action

packed day, so do try to come along. If you think you can

help in any way either setting up, manning stands –

including the barbecue – let us know at the shop.

We also need your help with some issues in and around

Moorside.  First of all, the Freemen have reminded us that

parking is not allowed on the verges outside the gates.

They have taken photographs of some vehicles at the west

gate and insist we take action to stop the practice.

In addition, we are also being held responsible for

unauthorised tipping of wood chippings outside the gates,

none of which we have sanctioned. We have a supplier

who delivers chippings inside the gates for us so if you see

anyone fly tipping on the verges, please either take their

contact details or their vehicle registration and let us know

in the Trading Hut. 

The wonderful

weather this

summer, coupled

with the heavy

showers, has

given not only

our flowers and

vegetables a

great boost but

has also

encouraged

unwanted

growth along

our boundaries including

overgrown hedges, briars and other ‘nasties’.

Just a reminder that it is the responsibility of each

gardener to keep the outer edges of our gardens under

control, as well as inside. Whilst we have willing

volunteers to cut grass and do some communal strimming,

some of the work is down to you too!

Finally, this magazine belongs to you all.  We are very keen

to encourage articles from fellow gardeners on Moorside

and look forward to your contribution with pictures

wherever possible.  Don’t worry about it being perfect,

we’re here to edit, expand and round off generally any

features including gardening tips, wildlife on your plot,

problems with pests, remedies, your growing success –

and failures – and whatever else you think might be of

interest to other gardeners.  Or perhaps you want answers

to some gardening questions. 

Just email to susie@moorsideallotments.co.uk or hand in

a hard copy to the Trading Hut for the attention of either

Susan Pownall or Sue Johnson and you may see yourself

in print!
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summer issue of our
Moorside Newsletter...
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The new shop has certainly made a difference to sales

and everyone says it is a great improvement on the old

trading hut, which is still in use for storage and paraffin

sales. We volunteers certainly appreciate the light and

the warmer environment of the former Community Hut

that is attracting lots of associate members from outside,

all of whom pay a nominal annual membership fee to

buy from us.  

Thanks to one of our gardeners, we took delivery recently

of a vast quantity of compost/soil improver.  It is much

better than the product we have been buying from the

Council facility and that has been endorsed by some of our

most experienced gardeners.  It is still £1 a barrow and we

had it delivered to the manure area.

We’ve also managed to source organic slug pellets, much

in demand at the moment. Despite the warmer weather

coming when many of you consider the birds should be

encouraged to fend for themselves, we are still stocking

bird food including

Robin and Songbird,

hot favourite Suet

pellets with

Mealworms – yum

yum – and

Sunflower Hearts.

We have a willing

chippings source

but are dependent

on when he is in

the area.  We have

to have them

dropped inside

the gate so we

don’t contravene

the Freemen’s

requirement to

keep the outside

verges clear.

Our supplier has my phone

number, so rest assured I am doing all I can to get some

decent chippings whenever I can.

We were sorry to hear that one of our gardeners proved

the first to get a parking ticket on the road outside the site

over the past few days.  We realise from the complaints

from many of you that parking is very difficult since the

Council instituted the new system.  

However, we have also had complaints at the Hut about

the number of cars that park outside the west gate.  There

were four there last weekend blocking the entrance

completely and plot holders could not even get their

wheelbarrows through 

the gate.

Drivers, please be considerate and leave space for

pedestrian access, with or without wheelbarrows.   The

same goes for cars parked within our site.  One day, both

the west lane and middle lane were blocked by vehicles,

which made it very difficult for gardeners buying manure,

soil improver or even our plant scheme volunteers trying

to access the plant scheme greenhouses with the trolley, as

no-one could get past the cars.  If you are bringing

materials on-site by car, please drop your goods and then

park outside rather than leaving your vehicles outside

your plot.

2015 Seed Potatoes List Now Available.

Our wholesalers have just sent us the list of their seed

potatoes for early 2015.  The list is available in the shop

and also on the website, so please let us have your

preferences for type and quantity as soon as possible.

Once again, we will be ordering them before the middle of

October to ensure we get the best selection. If you are

unable to get down to the Moorside shop at the weekend,

please email Susan Pownall at

Susie@moorsideallotments.co.uk

Trading Hut News
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By Susan Pownall
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Welcome table: 
this is sited near the gate.  There will be information about

the event.  You can pick up information on the explorer’s

trail, which is open to all.  There is a suggested route to

explore the lanes of the allotment and view the gardens

over the gates of the individual plots.  To add interest to

the route some of the gates have some information about

the gardens.

Raffle tickets: 
will be on sale at the welcome table. Raffle tickets are also

on sale at the trading hut before the event.

Barbecue: 
Barbecue food will be available at lunch time. The chef has

recommendations and praise from satisfied customers at

our previous shows.

Cakes, snacks and hot drinks: 
These will be available throughout the show a wide range

of wonderful and tasty foods will be provided by

Moorside Allotment holders.

Plant sales:
We have had many plants available through the plant

scheme this year.  There will be a range of vegetable and

flowering plants available on the show day.

Allotment Show
Get the Most Out of Our 
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by Pat Francis

The Allotment show is an opportunity to see the range and quality of

produce on the allotment site.  Willing entrants exhibit their produce in the

exhibition tent.  First, second and third places are awarded for each category;

these places are awarded by a panel of external judges.  Only members of the

allotment site are allowed to enter their produce in the exhibition tent.  The

show booklet is available for all holders of the allotment site, it lists the

categories and contains the entry form.  In addition to the main event in the

exhibition tent, the show has stalls and stands.  We hope you will enjoy

visiting them.  They will include the following:-

Stalls at Moorside Show 2013
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Jams and chutneys:
The jams and chutneys are provided by the Allotment

holders and are all home-made, most having been made

using produce from the Allotment gardens.

Trading hut:
A wide array of gardening items are on sale every

weekend between 10.00am and midday.  The trading hut

will be selling on show day, (though their new showroom

is commandeered for the judges and committee business

on show day they will still have a table to work from).

The Comfrey Project:
is a registered charity which works with refugees and

asylum seekers on allotment sites across Newcastle

and Gateshead. One of our allotment gardens is

used by the comfrey project and a worker will be

here to tell us more about their work.  There may

be tasters of international cooking and flavours as

well. 

Books and CDs:
This is a regular feature of the allotment show.

Members have donated books and CDs.  The

range covers all interests and you will find

something to your taste if you visit.  All left

over items are passed on to the charity shops

but we expect to be sold out at the end of 

the show. 

Photographer: 
K. Hullah photographic prints.
This stall will have photography and ceramic printing on

display. There are photographic prints of local interest and

printed coasters, mugs, plates and so on.  Mr Hullah sells

from his stall and also does commissions.

Accessibility garden:  
This is now used by Age UK.
The garden has beds suitable for use at waist height and a

shed with a potting bench which can also be used for

raising tender plants.  It is set in a paved area.  Age UK

will have information about their work in Newcastle at

their garden. 
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A is for ACID AND ALKALINE
Soil acidity (“sourness”) and alkalinity (“sweetness”) are

determined by the amount of lime present. This can be

measured with a pH test where pH is in units of 1 to 14.

Units 1 to 6 indicate degrees of acidity, 7 is neutral, and 8

to 14 indicate degrees of alkalinity. Most vegetables grow

best in a pH of about 6.5.

An acid soil is fairly easy to make more alkaline by adding

lime but altering an alkaline soil to more acid is not so easy

although adding manure or compost is the usual method.

Adding too much lime, however, can “lock up” trace

elements (see also Boron below).  The plant roots cannot

take up some essential nutrients so that growth and

development are affected.  On Moorside we generally

have heavy clay soil which tends to be on the acid side of

pH and liming may also help to break down clayey soil

over a period of time.  Small regular doses of lime are

more beneficial than a large single application. Not only

will too much in a single dose burn plant roots but over

time the lime will be washed out of the soil.

Various limes are available. Calcified seaweed can last in

the soil for a couple of years or more and contains useful

nutrients such as magnesium. It is not actually seaweed

but a form of coral. Dolomite (also known as ground

limestone) also lasts a long time and contains magnesium.

Adequate, but not as useful, is slaked lime but avoid

hydrated lime (also known as builders lime which is used

when mixing cement).

Soil pH can be measured with test kits or small meters

available from most garden centres, catalogues and online.

B is for BORON DEFICIENCY
Boron is one of the “trace elements” named such because

they are needed only in very small amounts but are

essential to healthy growth.  It is taken up by the roots and

is essential for cells to maintain their structure.  Boron

deficiency can affect many of the crops you will be

growing in your plots. Typically, roots are stunted and

leaves are distorted sometimes with a scorched

appearance.  Beetroot is particularly susceptible to a lack

of boron and will have brown rot inside and canker-type

rough patches on the roots. Strawberries have stunted

growth and leaves are yellow and puckered at tips, fruits

are small and pale; cabbage leaves are distorted and the

stems have hollow areas. However, these are only

examples and most crops will be affected.

There may be boron present in the soil but the plant roots

are unable to take it up. This can result from dry

conditions or heavily limed soil that has dried out, so

keeping a moist soil is essential and do not lime heavily.

By the time symptoms of too much lime are seen it will

usually be too late to save that crop. Manure the ground,

or add green or homemade composts before the next crop.

The A B C of Plotting
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by Sue Johnson

“Hollow Heart”: boron deficiency in cauliflower

Rough canker-like patches on the outside of beetroot and brown rot
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C is for CROP ROTATION 
Is the practice of not growing crops of the same family in

the same place every year. The basic families are brassicas,

roots and “others” see the diagram below. The theory is

firstly, to minimize the risk of pests and diseases in the soil

building up. An example is white rot of the allium family

(onions, garlic and leeks).  It is caused by a fungus,

Sclerotium cepivorum, which can persist in the soil for

many years.   

Secondly, different plants have different nutritional

requirements.  Growing the same plant in the same place

every year depletes the soil of particular nutrients taken

up by the plants year after year. 

Rotating crops from one area to another is usually

recommended as a three or four year system. A diagram of

a three year rotation is shown below.  Plants are grouped

according to type and which therefore have similar

nutritional needs or succumb to certain pests and diseases. 

Of course, the above can only apply to soil-borne pests and

diseases.  In a small garden such as an allotment space it

may not be possible to carry out a full rotation

programme.  It is possible, however, to make sure that you

do not grow the same types of crops year-on-year in the

same place. In either instance keep a notebook or other

record each year – memory is rarely enough!       

Roots include beetroot, carrot, chicory, parsnip, potato.

Brassicas include cabbage, cauliflower, kale, broccoli, kohl

rabi, radish, swede, turnip. Others include beans, celeriac,

celery, leek, lettuce, marrow, onion, peas, sweetcorn,

spinach, tomato.

D is for Downy Mildew on Lettuce
Not to be confused with powdery mildew, downy mildew

is a micro-organism Bremia lactucae and attacks both

indoor and outdoor crops, the only difference being that

indoor crops can be affected anytime and outdoor crops

usually from early summer to mid-autumn.

White or whitish mould grows on the undersides of leaves

and yellow patches on the uppersides. The disease is a

biotroph which describes the action of taking up nutrients

from the host plant and at the same time releasing spores

into the air. These land on other lettuces and germinate in

water residues on leaf surfaces. If the leaves are not

removed they will turn brown, die and drop off.  Spores

from the infected leaves are released into the soil and may

cause infection of plant roots of succeeding crops.

The outer leaves of hearting lettuces are infected first and

by picking them off promptly it is possible to harvest the

rest of the plant.

The disease is encouraged by high humidity so provide

adequate air circulation by not overcrowding the plants

and rotate crops to minimise infection from spores in the

soil. Wet summers are a particular problem. Try some

disease resistant varieties which will be listed in

catalogues. There are no chemicals available for the control

of downy mildews. Infected tissues are often colonised by

grey mould (Botrytis cinerea) and this can lead to further

rotting.
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Sterling work has been carried out by George Kell, Stan

Tortoise, Beverley Sawyer, Ann Noble, Liz Whewell and

David Rochester. Additional support has been given by

Gail Young and Tony Whittle who have helped with

watering which has been quite a task, and by Cynthia

Walton who has bravely trekked the trail from plot to sales

area with “Sherpa” and wheelbarrow. The main group

meets on a regular basis to review work in progress and

propose plans going forward.

The committee kindly agreed to our having use of a

dedicated plot which gave us the opportunity to erect two

small greenhouses which are in addition to the large

greenhouse already on 

site. Neils Souter kindly let us have use of his greenhouse

in the early part of the season while the greenhouses were

being put up. Although the greenhouses were donated

they needed a lot of work enthusiastically carried out by

George and Stan.  Thanks to Dave Eason’s efforts for the

last two years we had funds to carry out the work.

Susan Pownall has helped us with ordering compost and

sundry supplies via CTS who are suppliers for the Trading

Hut and heroically took delivery on several occasions.

The Plant 
Scheme 2014
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by Sue Johnson

Most of you will have seen the
plants out for sale and many
will have bought from the Plant
Scheme which this year has
been run by eight main
volunteers, including myself
and Peter Whewell who has
also chaired our meetings. 
(He tried against all the odds
to keep us in order at our
meetings – bravo Peter.) 

Peter, G
eorge a

nd Tony

pause f
rom wo

rk
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We have grown a wide range of

products but would welcome some

feedback from Moorsiders which

will be used together with a

review of sales at the end of the

season which will help us to plan

for 2015.  

Soft fruit cuttings potted on by

George have proven popular so

this is something he has kindly

offered to continue doing.  

Thanks must also go to those

who have donated surplus plants from

their own stock.  

This has been a steep learning curve for some of us

(mainly me!) in working out the types of plants you would

like and a pricing policy. The Scheme is a service for

gardeners so prices are kept low. I don’t suppose that any

of us imagined that when we retired we would be doing

the things we are doing now which just goes to show that

you never know what is round the corner – or – should

that be, WHO is round the corner pushing us along

complete with a Sherpa load of plants.

We made the decision to complete sales for the summer

season by the end of June which we have achieved.

However, we are now growing perennials and biennials 

for autumn and spring and to prepare for our Moorside

Show on 6th September. 

On behalf of the team may I thank all those

who have bought from, and supported, the scheme.
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Congratulations also to Peter and Liz Whewell

winners of best plot without glass

And to

The Comfrey Project second best group project

And to

Frank Lightfoot joint third best wildlife friendly plot

This year Moorside was not placed in the Best Large

Site category; perhaps we will do better next year if

we tidy the fronts of our plots a bit better!

Best Half Plot
1st Mo Colley Tweed Street (Elswick)
2nd Vera Hill Thropton Terrace (High Heaton)
3rd Hazel Gordon Highbury South (Jesmond)

Best Full Plot With Glass
1st Stan & Audrey Tortoise Moorside (Fenham)
2nd David Ramsay Three Mile (Gosforth)
3rd Ian Graham Lemington (Lemington)
3rd Anthony McDonell Denton Bank (Fenham)

Best Full Plot Without Glass
1st Peter & Liz Whewell Moorside (Fenham)
2nd Mike Snow Benwell (Benwell)
3rd Al Winsor Rectory Road (Gosforth)

Best Organic Plot
1st Alfie Russell Walkergate 3B (Walkergate)
2nd Lydia Appleby West Jesmond (Jesmond)
3rd Alan Parker Benwell (Benwell)

Best Newcomer
1st Karl Dowson Lemington (Lemington)
2nd Simon Wan  Coxlodge (Fawdon)
3rd Helen Clark/Lyn Turnbull West Jesmond 

(Jesmond)

Most Wildlife Friendly Plot
1st Peter & Ann Wilson Three Mile (Gosforth)
2nd Kevin Egdell Thropton Terrace (High Heaton)
3rd Frank Lightfoot Moorside (Fenham)
3rd Marion Clark Fenham Model (Fenham)

Best Group Project
1st Swiis Foster Care Group Coxlodge 

(Fawdon)
2nd Comfrey Project Moorside 

(Fenham)
3rd Greenfingers Walkergate 3B 

(Walkergate)

Best Large Site
1st Three Mile (Gosforth)
2nd Denton Bank (Fenham)
3rd Armstrong (Heaton)

Best Small Site
1st High West Jesmond (Jesmond)
2nd Thropton Terrace (High Heaton)
3rd Duxfield East (High Heaton)

Most Improved Site
Greenhill View 
(Cowgate)
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Congratulations to Stan and Audrey Tortoise

winners of best plot with glass 2014. 

(right) Mark Todd the Allotment Officer and Don

Robinson Vice Chair of the Newcastle Allotment

Working Group inspecting Stan and Audrey’s plot.

The Newcastle 
City Allotment
Competition 2014

Full Results of City Allotment
Competition 2014

DATE FOR YOUR DIARYNEWCASTLE ALLOTMENTS & GARDEN SHOW
Sunday 14th SeptemberWestgate Centre for SportFrom 11am to 4pm

Staging: Saturday 13th September 
10am to 4.30pm
Pick up a brochure and details from
our Trading Hut or Noticeboards

By Peter Whewell
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Top
Tips
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By Neils Souter

Stalls at Moorside Show 2013

1. When sowing French and Runner Beans 

look for the dimple at the bottom of the 

scar and sow with the dimple 

downwards.

2. When digging your bean trench, place 

crumpled newspaper in the bottom. This 

helps to retain moisture. Fill the trench 

with good compost or soil.

3. Feed your flower beds twice in the season 

with Growmore. Spread half the required 

amount two weeks prior to planting, the 

remainder half way through the season.

4. Toilet rolls for Sweet Pea, Dahlia cuttings, 

beans etc. cut the base into three parts and 

fold over to create containers.

5. Egg shells. Mix them round pelargonium 

plants…. Result no weevils. Always cook 

the shells in the oven before crushing them

into the soil.

6. St Patrick’s day is a good day for planting 

Sweet Peas, potatoes, peas, plants raised in

cold frames go into the plot and prune 

Rambler Roses.

7. Roses, when buds appear, take out the 

centre bud. The flowering buds will all 

flower at the same time.

8. A small net cloche. Purchase three cheap 

hula-hoops and cut into two. Purchase two

cheap nets. Cut bamboo canes to insert 

into cut hoops. Put nets over hoops and 

secure to ground with pegs.

Neils (Top-Ti
ps) and 

Anne (Words
earch) at the

 

Moorside Sh
ow 2013
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One of our favourite vegetables at the Comfrey

Project is the aubergine (aka the melongene,

garden egg, mad apple, guinea squash or egg

plant). This humble vegetable is

however, in botanical terms, a berry

and belongs to a family of plants

called solanum melongena. Other

genus from this family are

potatoes, tomatoes and bell

peppers, as well as one of the

most poisonous plants in the

world: deadly nightshade.

We think aubergine was originally

domesticated in India and Bangladesh

from the wild nightshade, the thorn or

bitter apple. The plant is a delicate, tropical

perennial, often cultivated as a tender or half

hardy annual in temperate climates. It grows 40

to 150cm tall, with large, coarsely lobed leaves.

The flower is white to purple, with five-lobed corollas

and yellow stamens.  The fruit has a deep purple, glossy

skin, encasing cream coloured, sponge-like flesh dotted

with small, edible seeds..

Names
In addition to the classic purple variety, aubergines are

available in other colours including lavender, jade green,

orange and yellow and in a range of shapes and sizes.  

The most popular variety of aubergine looks like a large, 

pear-shaped egg, hence the American name eggplant. It

has many other names, all ultimately derived from the

Arabic al-bainjan (Persian: bademjan, Albanian: patrixhan,

Turkish: patlıcan, Bosnian: patlidzan). In the western

Mediterranean al-bainjan became Spanish berenjena,

Catalan as alberginia, and Portuguese beringela. The Catalan

form was borrowed by French as aubergine, which was

then borrowed into British English.

Throughout Asia and Africa, the fruit is called brinjal, from

the Portuguese.

History
The plant is native to the Indian Subcontinent and has

been cultivated in southern and eastern Asia since 

prehistory.  The first known written record of the plant is

found in Qi Min Yao Shu, an ancient Chinese agricultural

journal, completed in 544CE. The numerous Arabic and

North African names for it, along with the lack of the

ancient Greek and Roman names, indicate it was

introduced throughout the Mediterranean area by the

Arabs in the early Middle Ages. The aubergine is

unrecorded in England until the 16th century. An English

botany book in 1597 stated:

'This plant herewith in Egypt almost everywhere...

bringing forth fruit of the bigness of a great cucumber....

We have had the same in our London gardens, where it had

borne flowers, but the winter approaching before the time

of ripening, it perished: not withstanding it came to bear

fruit of the bigness of a goose egg one extraordinary

temperate year... but never to the full ripeness.'

Because of the plant's relationship with the solanaceae

(nightshade) family, the fruit was at one time believed to

be extremely poisonous,  although flowers and leaves can

be poisonous if consumed in large quantities due to the

presence of solanine.

We Love the

By Sanja Ratkusic, 
Horticulturalist at the Comfrey Project

Aubergine
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Preparation
The raw fruit can have a bitter taste, but

becomes tender when cooked and

develops a rich, complex flavour. Many

recipes advise salting, rinsing and

draining of the sliced fruit (known as

degorging), to soften it and to reduce the

amount of fat absorbed during cooking,

but mainly to remove the bitterness. It's

the seeds that can have a bitter taste

because they contain

nicotinoidalkaloids.  If the seeds are

dark in colour it means

nicotinoidalkaloids are more

concentrated and the fruit will be

bitter.  Aubergine is a relative of

tobacco, so there will be a trace of

nicotine present in the fruit.

However we would have to

consume huge quantities of

aubergine (on average 9kg) to digest the same amount of

nicotine as a cigarette. 

On the other hand aubergine addiction is my weakness.

I'm hooked on the smokey, gooey texture that instantly

takes me to the sweet smelling hills of Persia, Turkey and

Bosnia (my home country). It gives me an out-of-this-

world feeling; calm and relaxed You only have to try kashk

e bademjan or a borany bademjan made by our Persian and

Afghan cooks at the Project. Alternatively, you can make

the dishes yourself by following the recipes from our

Cooking from the Heart cookbook.

Cooking
Aubergine is used in the cuisine of

many countries. It is often stewed,

burned, grilled and mashed.  It

can be preserved and pickled too.

As the modern aubergine owes its

origin to the wild version (bitter

and unpleasant to taste) for

centuries they were enjoyed more

as decorative garden plants in the

flower borders. I'm so grateful to

the first person who attempted to

turn this unpleasant fruit into

something more palatable.

Aubergines are available fresh all

around the year.  When buying

aubergines look out for healthy

looking, firm, shiny, bright-

coloured fruits that feel heavy and

solid.  Take a close look at the

stalk; if it is stout, firm, and green;

that means the fruit is fresh. Avoid

those

shrivelled, soft in hand and with

wrinkles, surface cuts or bruise. Always avoid over-

mature, old-stock, and sunken eggplants as they taste

bitter and, therefore, unappetizing.

At home, they can be kept in a cool place for use in a day

or two but ideally should be stored inside the fridge for

few days only. I never have any issues in storing them; in

our house they just go!  Enjoy your Aubergines.

To obtain a copy of “Cooking from the Heart” contact the

Comfrey Project via www.thecomfreyproject.org.uk
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The other night I was reading the seed catalogues and

whenever I saw something that looked interesting I told

Granddad about it. Eventually he said, 

“You’ve still got a long way to go and you will learn that

seed catalogues are like a bag of crisps - best taken with

a pinch of salt, you can’t believe everything you read in

catalogues, abit like your Granddad really.” This came as

something of a shock to me so I asked what he meant.

“Well you read out what it says in the catalogue and I

shall tell you what it really means” said Granddad. So

here goes, 

“We can now bring our customers perhaps the most

exciting development for years” (It’s nowt special and no

better than loads of stuff that we’ve had for years but we

are fed up trying (and failing) to do better).

“Truly outstanding flavour” (Tastes like cardboard but if

you are daft enough to pay a fancy price for it then we

are happy to let you)

Following years of painstaking breeding by our Research

and Development Division (we bought some in Wilko’s

last week, put a different picture on the packet and 

decided to charge five times as much for it. Also

down-sized R and D in the process) 

“A prolific, ultra early crop of tomatoes” (with a bit of

luck they will be ready by about Christmas Eve and if

you get more than two on each plant you’ll be lucky).

“Outstanding blight and disease resistance” (Plant these

on Saturday and you can guarantee that they will be

stone dead by Monday morning).

I asked Granddad, “If all this is true and you have been

gardening for 60 years why do you bother with the garden

at all? He thought for a bit and said that the other day

when my sister, Katie was at the garden with Nana and

him she said “This is my bestest place and I want to stay

forever”.

“Aye”, said Granddad “and there’s over a hundred plot-

holders here would agree”. Love Emily

MoorsideAllotmentsAssociation

Emily’s 
Conversations 
withGranddad

RecipeCorner
Can’t think of what to do with all that
rhubarb:- try these buns...
Makes about 18 buns
Ingredients:
• 6oz margarine.
• 6oz caster sugar
• 6oz SR flour
• 6oz rhubarb (approx, as much or 

as little as you like)
• 3 eggs
Method:
1. Set oven to 180C or fan oven 160C
2. Cream margarine and sugar
3. Mix in eggs

4. Fold in flour
5. Divide mixture into bun 

cases
6. Chop the uncooked 

rhubarb into small cubes 
(about 1cm square)

7. Push the cubes of 
rhubarb into the buns…use 
more than you think per 
bun, about 8 cubes each, the rhubarb
shrinks, the bun mix rises, so it’ll 
even out.

8. Bake for about 15 minutes
9. Put buns on baking rack to cool a 

little then serve warm or cold with or 

without cream, ice-cream or
custard
Variations: apple or any fruit you have
spare.

Rhubarb Buns by Peter and Liz Whewell

More recipes on next page...

Katie in the 
TeePee
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With Broad Beans now in season, here is
a purée that you can serve with pitta
bread or crackers as a snack or with
rounds of toasted baguette/ciabatta or
similar bread as a starter with a seasonal
salad garnish.
I have also made this dip out of season
using frozen Broad Beans or Soya
Beans, which are also delicious and
retain their lovely refreshing green colour.
Ingredients:
• 500 gms broad beans/soya beans
• 4 tablespoons virgin olive oil
• 1 finely chopped and de-seeded chilli

• or ½ tsp of chilli flakes (more if you 
like it hot!)

• The juice of ½ a lemon. You might 
need more if the beans are a bit 
floury.

• 1 clove of garlic
• 3-4 large sprigs of mint without 

the stalks.
• Salt and black pepper to taste.
Method:
1. Lightly boil the broad beans until 

al dente (4-5 minutes). Cool in cold 
water for a few minutes. 

2. Pop the pulp out of the skins. With 
defrosted soya beans, you might find
the skins are sufficiently tender to 
include in the recipe.

3. Put all the ingredients into a blender 
and mix to achieve a coarse texture –
or longer if you prefer a smooth dip. 

4. Season with salt and black pepper.
5. Put into a dish and serve.
Serving suggestion: If you don’t like
garlic, you can exclude it from the recipe
but put some alongside the toasted
bread so guests can rub it on the bread
before piling on the broad bean purée.

Ingredients:
• 225gm/8oz unsalted butter
• 250gm/9oz honey
• 100gm/4oz dark 

muscovado sugar
• 3 large eggs, beaten
• 300gm/10oz self-raising 

flour
Method:
1. Butter and line 8 inch 

round cake tin or 2lb 
loaf tin

2. Cut butter into pieces 
and drop into a 

medium pan
with the honey and sugar.
3. Melt slowly over a low heat. When 

melted, increase heat under pan and 
boil for about 1min.

4. Leave to cool.
5. When cool, beat eggs into the honey 

mixture with a wooden spoon.
6. Sift the flour and beat into the egg 

and honey mixture until you have a 
smooth batter.

7. Pour into tin and cook at Reg’ 3, 160 
degrees centigrade, or 140 degrees 
in a fan oven.

8. The original recipe says for 1 hour, 
but I found it took 1 ½ hours.  Cake 
should be well risen, golden brown 
and spring back when pressed. 

9. Turn cake out onto wire rack and 
glaze when still hot with about 2 
tablespoons of runny/melted honey.

Susan Pownall recommends making 
the glaze with sugar and lemon juice
dribbled on to the cake while it is still
warm from the oven.
This recipe was published by Phillip
Latham, chairman of the Hexham
Beekeepers Association in their
newsletter and has been
reproduced here with his kind
permission, and passed the taste
test by several volunteers both at
home and passing by the Trading
Hut! (see right)

I am not terribly keen on the green variety
of gooseberries, which are also coming
into season around now, unless in a fruit
crumble or as a Gooseberry Fool but
their tart flavour in this sauce
compliments savoury dishes such as
duck, mackerel and even black pudding.
Ingredients:
• ½ lb gooseberries, topped and tailed.
• 1 oz butter
• 1 tsp of sugar
• Salt and black pepper. (I use rock 

salt which is beautifully crunchy)
• 3 tablespoons of crème fraiche or 

double cream.
Method:
1. Lightly sauté the gooseberries in the 

butter until soft and then mash.  
2. Add the other ingredients and cook 

over a low heat until combined. 
3. If you prefer a really smooth texture, 

you can put the purée into a blender. 
4. Serve warm with your chosen fish 

or meat.

Spicy Broad Bean Dip/Starter by Susan Pownall

Honey Cake 
by Sue Johnson 

Gooseberry Sauce
by Susan Pownall 


